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1. INTRODUCTION 
All Lie algebras and representations discussed here are assumed to be finite- 
dimensional over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic zero. If x and y 
are conjugate elements (under the group of inner automorphisms) of the Lie 
algebra L, then it is known that p(x) and p(y) are similar linear transformations 
for each representation p of L. The main result here is a strong converse to this 
result when L is semisimple-a situation in which the conjugacy question is quite 
important and exhaustively treated in the literature [4-II]. From here on we 
assume L to be a semisimple Lie algebra. We prove 
THEOREM 1. Let x and y be elements of a semisimple Lie algebra L. Then x is 
conjugate toy if and only ifp(x) is similar to p( y)f or each fundamental representation 
P OfL. 
There was already considerable evidence in the literature for the existence of 
this type of result. A theorem of Richardson [lo] asserts that for any faithful 
representation p: L + gl(V), there are at most finitely many conjugacy classes 
in any GL(V)-similarity class (identify L with p(L)). In view of the rich repre- 
sentation theory of a semisimple Lie algebra and the fact that all modules occur 
as summands of tensor powers of the fundamental modules, Theorem 1 seems 
quite plausible. More importantly, when L is simple of type A, B, or C, then 
Malcev [9] and Freudenthal [7] h ave shown that x and y in L are conjugate if 
they act similarly on the first fundamental module. When L is simple of type D, 
and x and y act similarly on the first fundamental module, then x is at worst an 
outer conjugate of y. (If x is a regular semisimple element, p(x) is similar to 
p( -x) because p is self-contragredient. But x is an outer conjugate of -x when 
-1 is not in the Weyl group. This is the case for D, when n is odd.) Also, 
if x and y are semisimple elements acting similarly on every module, then they 
are known to be conjugate via the theory of invariant polynomial functions. 
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An important application of Theorem 1 lies in obtaining a polynomial solution 
to the conjugacy problem in L. It is well known that the invariant polynomial 
functions on L form a polynomial ring K[f, *..fc] where L = rank(l). The 
invariants are constant on each conjugacy class, but they do not necessarily 
separate distinct conjugacy classes [8, 111. As a variation on this attempt, 
consider instead the subset D of L x L consisting of all pairs of conjugate 
elements. This is a Zariski-constructible subset [I, Section 31, that is, determined 
by certain equalities and inequalities concerning polynomial functions on L x L. 
An explicit description of the equalities and inequalities defining D is called a 
decidability criterion for the conjugacy question in L. A combination of the 
Theorem 1 above and a decidability criterion for the similarity problem obtained 
by Byrnes and myself [l-3], would thus yield a criterion for conjugacy in L. 
The criterion for similarity is given by 
THEOREM (Byrnes-Gauger). Let A and B be n by n matrices over any field 
Then A is similar to B qand only if 
(i) A and B have the same characteristic polynomial, and 
(ii) rank(A @ I, - I, @ A) = rank(A @ I, - Ifi @ B) = 
rank(B @ I, - I, @ B). 
Condition (i) in this theorem is equivalent to saying that f(A) == f(B) for every 
GL,-invariant polynomial function f on iI& , while (ii) involves both equalities 
and inequalities concerning minor determinant functions. 
THEOREM 2 (Decidability criterion for conjugacy in a semisimple Lie algebra). 
Let x and y be elements of a semisimple Lie algebra L. Then x is conjugate to y if 
and only ;ffor every fundamental representation p 
(i) p(x) and p(y) have the same characteristic polynomial, and 
(ii) rank(p(x) @I - I @ p(x)) = rank(p(x) @I - I @ p(y)) = rank(p( y) @ 
1 - 10 P(Y)). 
Condition (i) here is equivalent to saying that f(x) - f(y) = 0 for every 
invariant polynomial function f on L. 
2. SOME NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We continue to assume that L is a semisimple Lie algebra. Let H be a Cartan 
subalgebra, and let L = H @ CR L., be the usual Cartan decomposition where R 
is the set of roots. Let {CQ ... ar} be a simple root system. If /\, y are weights then 
y < h if and only if h - y = C nisi for some nonnegative integers n,; < induces 
a partial ordering among the weights. For any 01 in H*, h, in H is defined by 
(h= , h) = a(h) for each h in H, where ( , ) is the Killing form. Likewise, given h 
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in H, define X, in H* by X,(K) = (h, k) for all k in H. Set hi = 2h,i/(h,j , has). 
Then h in H* is called a (dominant) integral linear functional if each A(&) is a 
(nonnegative) integer. The simple L-module of highest weight X is denoted by 
V, . For any module Vand x inL, we denote by xy the action of x on V.~&(X) = 
trace(+)” is called a trace polynomial. The fundamental weights h, .** X, are 
the dual basis vectors to h, ... h, . Any x in L can be written as x9 + x, where 
[x” 7 xJ = 0, and x~(xJ acts semisimply (nilpotently) on each L-module. 
x = xs + x, is called the Jordan decomposition of x. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The proof is broken into three parts: the case when x and y are semisimple 
elements, the case when x and y are nilpotent elements, and the general case. 
When x and y are semisimple elements. it is known that x is conjugate to y if 
and only if f(x) = f(y) for every invariant polynomial function f on L. The 
invariants are spanned by trace polynomials [8, p. 126-1291, so it suffices to 
show that each trace polynomial is a polynomial in trace polynomials arising 
from the fundamental representations of L. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let L be a semisimple Lie algebra. The algebra of invariant 
polynomial functions on L is generated by trace polynomials on the fundamental 
representations. 
Proof. Let X be a dominant integral linear functional on a Cartan subalgebra 
H of L. We prove by induction on the partial ordering of weights that trace 
polynomials on V, can be expressed as polynomials (perhaps with constant term) 
in trace polynomials on the fundamental representations. The minimal such X 
are among 0 and the fundamental weights. So assume h is not minimal and 
the result holds for dominant integral functions y < X. Write X = C mihi where 
& is the ith fundamental representation, and let W = oi (grni V+). It is easily 
seen that as an L-module, W is the direct sum of V,, and other V, , y in J, where 
y < h. Let x be an element of L. Then one obtains 
where the x in each tensor on the right-hand side stands for the appropriate XQ( . 
Take the Kth power of (l), and follow this by taking the trace of both sides. For 
the left side one obtains 
f?C.&) + Cfk.V,(++ 
J 
(2) 
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while using the matrix identity tr(A @ B) = tr(A) tr(B) one obtains a poly- 
nomial in trace polynomials on the fundamental representations for the right 
side. The proof is completed by invoking the induction assumption on the 
second term in (2). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let x and y belong to the semisimple Lie algebra L. If xy is 
similar to yv for each fundmantal module V of L, then xy is similar to yv for every 
L-module V. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the theorem when V = VA where /\ is some 
dominant integral linear functional. The proof goes by induction on the partial 
ordering of weights and makes use of the fact that if X = C miXi, then I’ sits 
in Qi (@“i VA&) “at the top.” 
THEOREM 1. Let x and y be elements of a semisimple Lie algebra L. Then x is 
conjugate to y if and only if p(x) is similar to p(y) for each fundamental representa- 
tion p of L. 
Proof. The necessity is well known. The proof of the sufficiency follows 
the natural course of considering the cases when x, y are semisimple or nilpotent 
separately, before proceeding to the general case. 
The semisimple case. Suppose x and y are semisimple elements. By assumption 
f,&x) = fk,v( y) for any R, when Vis a fundamental L-module. By Proposition 1, 
f(x) = f(y) for every invariant polynomial function f on L. This is well known 
to imply the conjugacy of x and y. 
The nilpotent case. Suppose that x and y are nilpotent elements. According to 
Dynkin [6], one can find a Cartan subalgebra Hand simple root system 01, ..., q 
such that 
(i) there is an h in H and f in L satisfying [h, x] = 2x, [h, f] = -2f and 
[x,fl = h (i.e., (h,f, x> = sl,), 
(ii) the conjugacy class of x is determined by the conjugacy class of 
<h,f, x>, and 
(iii) the conjugacy class of (h, f, x) is determined by the numbers a,(h),..., 
q(h) each of which is 0, 1, or 2 (see Carter-Bala [5] for the actual possibilities 
which occur). 
Performing this construction of a subalgebra isomorphic to slz for both x and y, 
and using the inner conjugacy of Cartan subalgebras as well as the transitivity of 
the Weyl group on simple root systems, one can assume (h, f, x) N sl, , 
<h, , fi , y) N sl, , Jz and h1 belong to H, and x is conjugate to y if and only if 
q(h) = ai for all i. For the latter it suffices to show that A<(h) = Ai for all 
i since the hi span H*. From the representation theory of ~1, one observes that 
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the similarity of xy and yV on fundamental L-modules V implies the similarity of 
h, and (I& on fundamental modules V. The eigenvalues of hVh, are Xi(h) - 
C n,ca,(h) for various sequences n t ,..., ne of nonnegative integers. Each eigen- 
value is an integer. Since cab is 0, 1, or 2, it is clear that the largest eigenvalue 
of /z,,,~ is hi(h). Likewise the largest eigenvalue of (h,)v,,, is Ai( Hence by the 
similarity of the actions of h and h, on VAi , one obtains Xi(h) = Ai for all i. 
The general case. Suppose that x and y are neither semisimple nor nilpotent, 
and write x = ss + X, , y = y” + y,-the Jordan decompositions. Then xs 
and ys act similarly on each fundamental L-module, so they are conjugate. 
Thus, there is no harm in assuming that x = k + X, , y = k d- Y,~ are the 
Jordan decompositions where k is in some Cartan subalgebra H. Let Z = 
Cen,(k), the centralizer of k in L. It is well known that x is conjugate to y if and 
only if x, is conjugate to yn in 2. 
Let R be the collection of ad(H)-roots in L. Then Ho = xtisR Qh, is a 
Q-form of H. Let {S,>l be a basis of the field extension K/Q. Then we can write 
k = c 6,k, (a finite sum) (3) 
I 
with each ki in Ho . Relabel indices so that k = 6,k, + *.. + 6,k, where each 
ki is nonzero. Now ol(ki) is rational for each root (t and each i, so a(k) = 0 if and 
only if each ct(ki) = 0. Thus one can pick a sequence of integers n2 ,..., n,. such 
that if 
h = k, + n,k, + -.. + nrkr , then 
for every root 01, a(k) = 0, if and only if o(h) = 0. 
(4) 
One picks na such that {@a(k,)}, n {n,a(k,)}, = 4 or {0}, n3 such that 
{O(&) + n,G,)))s n {n&)1 = d or 101, and so on. 
Now let p, 7 be weights in some representation of L. Since p(ha) is in Q for 
each root (Y, one has that p(k) = T(k) implies p(kJ = T(kJ for all i. Thus, by (4), 
p(h) = r(h). Since k + x, and k + y,, act similarly on eachL-module, one must 
have h + x, and h + y,, acting similarly on each L-module (one can use the same 
similarity transformation). By (4) one also has that 2 = Cen,(k) = Cen,(h). 
Since h is in H, one can choose a simple root system such that A, (see Section 2) 
is in the closure of the fundamental chamber. Let 01~ ,..., 01~ denote this simple 
root system. Let R# = {a in R / a(h) = 0). Then 
Z==H&H,@CL, where H = Ho @ HI , H,, = n ker(ol), 
RS R# 
f4 = c [L, , Ll. (5) 
R# 
Set 
L, = H,@cL,. 
R# 
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Then H, is the center of 2, L, is semisimple, and Hr is a Cartan subalgebra of 
L, . Let Y = rank(L,), and relabel the simple roots so that 
and 
al,(h) = ..* = a,(h) = 0, (6) 
CX,,~(~) > 0 for i = I,..., F- r. 
Then {a1 ,..., a,} is a simple root system for R# since if 2; n,ai(h) = 0 for some 
nonnegative integers ni , one must have that nV+r = .+* = n, == 0. In addition, 
it is easily seen that x, and yn belong to L, in view of the fact that elements of H, 
act semisimply on L and commute with L, . So it suffices to show that x, and ya 
are conjugate in L, . 
For each simple root 01~ there is a semisimple element hi = 24J(oli , ai) in H. 
The fundamental weights are the dual basis vectors to the hi . Thus if h is a 
dominant integral linear functional on HI = (h, ,..., h,), it can be extended 
in many ways to a dominant integral linear functional on H. 
By the nilpotent case, we are finished if we can show that x, and yn act 
similarly on each fundamental L,-module, say W, . Extend h to a fundamental 
dominant weight on H, and let V,, be the corresponding L-module. As an L,- 
module, one has 
where each y is the restriction to HI of a weight on H of the type h - xi=, nioLi .
W,, is spanned by the H-weight spaces of weights h - XI=, rniai occurring in V. 
Now h + x, and h + yn act similarly on Vn; let A in GL( V,) be the similarity 
transformation, that is, A-i(h + x,Jv,A = (h + y,JV, . In particular, A-r(h)v,A = 
hvA , and -WJ~V~A = (YJv, . Thus A must stabilize the hVh eigenspaces m V, . 
For any y = h - xi”=, nioli where some n,+i (i > 0) is nonzero, one has by (6) 
that r(h) < X(h). Thus the hy,-eigenspace corresponding to A(h) is spanned by 
weight vectors for weights of the shape h - J& nisi , that is, it coincides with 
W,, . So A stabilizes W,, and we are done. 
Remarks. By casewise considerations Theorem 1 can be considerably 
improved for the various simple Lie algebras. We have already mentioned the 
fact that one only needs the first fundamental representation for Theorem 1 
to hold for types A,, , B, , and C, . Now let x and y be elements of L and let V 
and W be L-modules. If xy is similar to yv and W is either contragredient o V 
or an exterior power of V, then one gains directly that xw is similar to yw . We 
write Vi for the ith fundamental module. 
If L is of type A, then V,. = AT V, for r = 2,,.., n. For L of type B, one 
has V r = A’Vl for Y =2 ,..., n - 1. So one needs at worst Vi and V, in 
Theorem 1 -a result quite close to the Malcev-Freudenthal result mentioned 
above. When L = D, , V, = Ar V, for r = 2 ,..., n - 2. When n is odd V,* = 
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V,_, . So for type D, , Theorem 1 requires at worst V, and V, (Vr , V’,_, , and 
I’,) when n is odd (even). 
If L is of type F4 (vertices of its Dynkin diagram labeled as below) 
one arrives by dimension considerations at As V, = V, @ 2V, or V, @ V, , 
and A2 V, = V, @ V, or V, @ ZV, . Thus Theorem 1 requires at most VI 
and V, for type F4 . 
Let L be of type G, (vertices labeled as below) 
Then A2 V, = V, @ V, . Theorem 1 requires only VI. 
If L is of type E6 (vertices labeled as below) 
I 2 3 4 5 
0 3 h e 0 
6 
one has by [12] that Vi* = V, and V,* = V, . By dimension considerations 
V, = A2 VI and V3 = A3 VI . So Theorem 1 requires only VI and V, for 
type 4 . 
Types E, and E, are considerably more challenging. In addition to considering 
dimensions of the fundamental modules one must also consider the ordering in 
the weight lattices to determine what submodules can possibly occur in A’ Vi . 




Then A2 VI = V, @ V, (V,, the trivial L-module), and A3 VI = V, @ VI . 
Further results on A’ VI are difficult due to the small size of other fundamental 
module’s dimensions in comparison to dim(hr V,), and the fact that there are 
several dominant weights less than A4 . So Theorem 1 for type E, can do without 
V, and V, and probably more. 
Let L be of type Es and number vertices as below; 
One has h, < A, < A, < A, < A, . The dominant (nonzero) weights less than 
A, are A, and A, , while the dominant (nonzero) weights less than A, are A, , A, , 
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As , A, , 2h,, and A, + A, . The parts of the weight lattice below A, and A4 are 
even more complicated. One has A2 V, = V, @ V, . So Theorem 1 can do 
without V, for type EB . By adding dimensions of the various Vi it also appears 
that 
and 
A3 v, = v, @ 2vs @ 2Vr ) 
A4 v, = v, @ 3V3 @ sv, @ SV,, 
A5 VI = v, @ 4V, @ 9Vs @ 14Vs @ ISV, ) (7) 
AZ V, = V, @ 209V,. 
(nVi is a direct sum of n copies of Vi .) Thus it is likely that V, , V, , V, , and V, 
are also expendable. Part of the faith in (7) is based on the enormous range of 
dim( Vi)-from 248 to nearly 7 billion. 
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